LogicSource was
purpose-built to drive
profit improvement
through better buying.

We haven't met a company yet who
isn't trying to become more profitable.
At LogicSource, we’ve built the industryleading sourcing and procurement utility
for goods and services not-for-resale (NFR),
which typically represents 20% of an
organization’s revenue and the area of
greatest spending inefficiency.

We focus exclusively on complex not-for-resale categories that organizations typically don’t
have the capacity, focus and scale for best-in-class buying.
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Our buying utility provides assets that are configurable to your
needs and ready to deploy.
Unlike traditional advice-based consultancy, we execute on behalf of our clients, either taking
full control of your procurement operations to achieve sustainable profit improvement,
or joining forces with your existing procurement team to achieve best-in-class capability.
We bring people. Highly-focused category experts and on-the-ground account resources.
We bring process. Order and best-practice in all aspects of how work gets done.
We bring technology. A single platform to automate and analyze the source-to-pay process.
We bring data. Real-time market intelligence and pricing information from across our portfolio.
We bring leverage. Over $35B+ of cross-portfolio spend data to achieve best-in-market pricing.
We bring a supplier ecosystem. A pool of thousands of preferred and pre-vetted suppliers.

We start by investing in you.
1. At no cost or obligation, we will conduct a Mutual Value Assessment, which is an in-depth
analysis of your current resources, processes, systems and supply chain. We are willing to
invest our time and money to show you what is possible in a partnership with LogicSource.
2. We provide a solution detailing how we will deliver measurable savings by leveraging our
highly-focused category experts, $35B+ of client spend and pricing data, ecosystem of
3,000+ preferred suppliers, real-time market intelligence and OneMarket® technology suite.

Our results speak for themselves.
Profit Enhancement

Process Efficiency

Typical savings of 4-15x fees delivered
across complex not-for-resale categories,
providing a significant boost to EBITDA
and opportunities to invest for growth.

Average of 15-30% reduction in critical
not-for-resale project timelines, including
a four-week reduction in overall sourcing
timelines.

Supplier Management

Innovation

Proven and repeatable approach for
supplier onboarding, performance
management, contingency planning
and continuous improvement.

Multi-client, cross-industry knowledge
and insights that generates ideas and
best-practices beyond our clients’
primary field of vision.

Our customers buy better and you can too. Brands including:

We see profit all around you.
The question is, do you want to go get it?
Tested time and again in the marketplace, our proven engagement
model b
 uilds profitable partnerships with opportunities for significant
upside. Contact sales@logicsource.com to start saving today.

20 Marshall Street
Norwalk, CT 06854
800.476.0140
203.409.9770
sales@logicsource.com
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